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Abstract. Measurement technology has made an enormous progress in the last decade. With the advent of
knowledge representation, various object-oriented models for measurement systems have been developed in the
past. Most common limitations of all these models were not incorporating the uncertainty in the measurement
process. In this paper, we proposed an object-oriented model depicting the information and knowledge flow in
the measurement process, including the measurement uncertainty. The model has three major object classes,
namely measurement planning, measurement system and analysis & documentation. These are further classified
into sub-classes and relationships amongst them. Attributes and operations are also defined within the classes.
This gives a practical and conceptual view of knowledge in the form of object-model for measurement processes.
A case study is presented which evaluates the uncertainty of the measurement of a 100mm gauge block, using
both Type A and Type B evaluation methods of the GUM approach.This case study is very similar to the
evaluation of calibration uncertainty of CMM. This model can be converted into semantic knowledge
representation such as ontology of measurement process domain. Other use of this model is to support the
quality engineering in manufacturing industry and research.

Keywords: UML / measurement system / knowledge representation / uncertainty of measurement /
ontology / calibration
1 Introduction

Many attempts have been made in the past to develop a
data model for measurement systems in metrology. These
models include visual, analytical, and linguistic represen-
tations. Initially, most of the data modelling for the
measurement system describes the crucial features with
related information diminishing its complexity. A sophis-
ticated and consistent data model provides a unified and
systematic view of information flow at the first level of data
modelling. An organized flow of information also encour-
ages knowledge representation of the complex model
systematically. Knowledge representation helps to extract
the relevant knowledge from a precise data model by
inference rules and designing an application model for that
knowledge. This data model defines concepts and relation-
ship of measurement system for the ontology development.
Ontology development is an extended effort of this work.
Object-oriented models have been developed in earlier
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works to understand the systematic operations of mea-
surement systems [1]. But these models did not take
measurement uncertainty into account. Uncertainty is a
quantification of the doubt about the measurement result.
To evaluate the measurement uncertainty, it is important
to understand the various sources of uncertainty. This
paper presents a knowledge representation model about
information flow in the measurement system that includes
an essential part of the measurement process: uncertainty
of measurement results. The model covers the different
stages of the measurement process using a coordinate
measuring machine (CMM) as an example, together with a
case study of an measurement of a 100mm gauge block
using the CMM and its uncertainty evaluation using the
GUM approach. The proposed knowledge representation
model and methodology may be applied in various
measurement processes of CMMs and other measurement
systems, including measurement and calibration processes.

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents a
proposed knowledge representation model for the mea-
surement system. Section 3 presents a case study of the
proposed knowledge representation model by evaluating
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Fig. 1. Transformation of data to domain knowledge.
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the uncertainty of a 100mm gauge block using the GUM
approach [2]. Section 4 discusses the applications of the
proposed knowledge representation model and highlights
contributions made. Finally, Section 5 provides some
concluding remarks.

2 Knowledge representation
for measurement system

The concept of knowledge can be illustrated in Figure 1.
We have the data in the unstructured form [3]. Context
independent data is known as unstructured data. Knowl-
edge depends on the refinement of data and information.
The knowledge is context-dependent and has a pattern of
information. This data transforms into a domain or
context-specific data by refining the information to
knowledge. To make the decisions, we need to establish
the relationship between the concepts or information used
in a domain. There should be some formal or graphical
representation of concepts and the relationships among
them, including constraints. This is called knowledge
representation of a particular domain. Knowledge repre-
sentation plays a vital role in enabling the re-usability and
sharing the domain knowledge.

Yang et al. [4] proposed a knowledge pyramid with
three-level abstractions. At the first level of abstraction,
properties or attributes and their relationships are
developed through experiences and human perception of
external objects and phenomena in real world. The second
level represents the conversion of the properties or
characteristics (i.e., measurand) into a suitable symbolic
form that could be machine-readable. In the third level of
abstraction, the information generated by the machines
should be extracted to capture the knowledge. Deductive
reasoning and data manipulation can analyze this
information. In manufacturing industry, the performance
is based on three key factors: customer’s desired quality,
reduced production cost, and cycle time [5]. The organized
use of the knowledge in industry and new knowledge
standards are essential to achieve these goals. The
manufacturing industry uses measurement systems to
support the design and manufacture of the physical
components. There has been an increasing need to share
and reuse the information and knowledge related to the
measurement processes in manufacturing industry, partic-
ularly in Industry 4.0. This knowledge representation will
underpin the future applications of advanced measurement
systems in manufacturing industry.

2.1 Importance of uncertainty

While proclaiming the result of a measurable quantity, it is
vital to provide the measured quantity value along with its
uncertainty to help the user to gain better understanding of
the measurement. The notion of uncertainty in the
measurement system is broad and is traditionally related
to the common practice of error analysis. Even if the errors
are analyzed and the associated corrections are made, there
is still uncertainty in the measurement results. Uncertainty
is increasingly regarded as an important concept in
metrology. It may be generally understood as the “doubt”
about the outcome of the measurement, whilst the VIM [6]
has defined measurement uncertainty as the parameter
characterizing the dispersion of the quantity values being
attributed to a measurand, based on the information used.
The GUM [7] describes the general concept of uncertainty
and its quantitative measures, and it further provides the
guidance on the evaluation of uncertainty in measurement
processes.

The quality of measurement and results depends on the
measurement uncertainty. As such, measurement uncer-
tainty is an essential piece of information in metrology and
manufacturing. For example measurement uncertainty
must be reported on a calibration certificate, and
considered when determining a pass or fail in a test, or
deciding if the manufacturing tolerance is met [8].
2.2 Proposed knowledge model for measurement
system

The use of object-oriented modelling language started in
1970s. The Unified Modelling Language (UML) was first
developed in 1994 by Rumbaugh [9]. The collaboration of
various companies such as Microsoft, Oracle, IBM, etc.,
initiated the concept of UML 1.0, which is very
sophisticated, powerful and applicable to an extensive
range of problem domains. UML is maintained by Object
Management Group (OMG). An object-oriented model
represents the blueprint of a system and it gives the real
and visual representation of the behavior of a system.
There are several views of the model depending upon the
application, such as process view, design view, implemen-
tation view, etc. UML considers construction, visualization
and documentation of object-oriented models. The object-
oriented modelling enables identification and communica-
tion of the objects and allows data abstraction, inheritance
and encapsulation. UML diagrams are pictorial represen-
tation of classes, objects and relationships between them.
There are many tools available to design UML, such as
Start UML, Agro UML, etc. The draw.io, an open-source
(by Google) tool, has been used to develop our object-
oriented diagrams, following UML 2.5.1 version.

An object-oriented model of measurement systems has
been previously developed in [1], but the model does not
directly include the uncertainty of measurement.
The proposed new model has significantly extended the



Fig. 2. Abstract view of information flow model for measurement processes.
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object-oriented model in [1], explicitly addressing the data
flow of measurement results and uncertainty in the
measurement process.

Figure 2 represents a high level view of information flow
in a typical measurement process. This model facilitates
the study of information flow and relationships among
various classes and subclasses in the measurement system.
The measurement process consists of three major classes:
Measurement Planning, Measurement System andAnalysis
Documentation.The ideaoftheseclasses isgivenbyNational
Institute of Standards and Technology that defines
measurement processes for manufacturing systems [10].
Figure 2 shows that during a measurement process, the
planninggenerates themeasurementplans for themeasuring
system.Giventhemeasurementplans, themeasuring system
produces themeasurementdata that are furtherprocessed in
the analysis and documentation phase. The measurement
planning and analysis documentation phases can share
reports to improve measurement and analysis, leading
to further accuracy enhancement. Thus, the proposed
measurement process model illustrates the key stages of a
typical measurement process, but it is essential to capture
the detailed knowledge to elaborate this model further
with additional classes. These primary classes can be
subdivided into subclasses, with their interrelationships
also established.Wediscuss each stage of the object oriented
model in the following subsections.
2.2.1 Stage 1: Measurement planning

The first phase of measurement process is measurement
planning. Figure 3 illustrates the division of the measure-
ment planning class into subclasses. The rectangle boxes
show classes which is divided in three parts, with the class
name displayed in the top, the class attributes in the
middle, and the class operations in the bottom. The model
makes use of three types of relationships. Generalization/
inheritance is shown as a line with a hollow triangle as the
arrowhead pointing to the parent class, which means the
child class inherits its parent class properties. Association is
depicted with solid lines representing the roles such as
“calibratedBy” or “measuredBy”. Aggregation is shown
with a hollow diamond head towards the aggregated
class, expressing the relations “Part-Of” or “consistOf”.
The association and aggregation relations may have
multiplicity to specify the allowable number of instances,
where the notation * means zero or more instances and
“1” shows exactly one instance of the class is associated
with the instance of another class.

Figure 3 shows that the “Measurement Planning” has
three subclasses, “Measurement Task (MT)”, “Measured
Features (MF)” and “Measurement strategy (MS)”. The
Measurement Planning class’s main attributes are based on
the selection of measuring instrument, artefacts, operator
and other elements. The detailed measurement plans
are generated as final results for the specific measurement
task, MS [11] is a broad task that can be a structured
process of questioning and critical thinking. To provide
successful measurement, it includes “Measurement Proce-
dure (MP)”, “Measurement Method (MM)” and “Measure-
ment Principle” in its decision process that determines
which instrument(s), setup and measurement method are
best for the required task to obtain the measurement
results.

The class “Measurement Task” specifies the relevant
measurement job and requirements. For a coordinate
measuring machine (CMM), this may include inspection of
a specific workpiece, task related calibration and verifica-
tion as jobs. This class has the attributes such as type of
task, workpiece, specification (e.g., measurement range,
tolerances) and other details of the measurement task. MP
includes “Measurement Method (MM)” and “Measurement
Principle” that can be applied.MM is definedwith a specific
explanation of operations.



Fig. 3. Object Oriented Model for Measurement Planning.
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According to VIM 2.6, “MP ” is a detailed description of
a measurement according to one or more measurement
principles and to a given measurement method, based on a
measurement model and including any calculation to
obtain a measurement result.VIM 3.2 [12] defines the
“Measuring System” as a collection of one or more
measuring instruments. Its information is used to produce
measured quantity values within specified intervals for
quantities of specified kinds. “Measured Features” are the
features to be measured, typically including line, circle,
cone, plane, sphere, cylinder, etc as shown in Figure 3.
Given the Measurement Task, Measured Features can be
identified, the Measurement Strategy including suitable
measuring instruments and the measurement set up can be
determined. The detailed measurement plan as the
measurement procedure can then be generated, together
with the measured method and measurement system
models.
2.2.2 Stage 2: Measurement system

The second phase of measurement process is “Measure-
ment System”. “Measuring System” is shown in Figure 4,
with “Measured Object”, “Measuring Instrument” and



Fig. 4. Object Oriented Model for Measuring System.
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“Measurement Result” as the subclasses of the measure-
ment system. When the measurement plan is generated,
the measurement system will carry out the measurement
of the measured object. The artefact class has two sub-
classes, “Measured object” and “Reference Artefact” and
an associated class called “Geometric Element”. Artefact
has various geometric elements (or features) defined in
the class diagram. Measured object has unknown
quantity values, while the Reference Artefact has been
calibrated with known quantity values. The CMM is
shown by the relation “calibratedBy” with Reference
Artefact.
“Measuring Instrument” hasCMMas an instancewith its
attributes such as configuration etc. An association “meas-
uredBy” has shown multiplicity between “Artefact” and
“CMM”, which means at least one CMM measures one or
more Artefacts. The attributes of Measurement Results are
also given in the class diagram, such as units, errors,
uncertainty, etc.
2.2.3 Stage 3: Analysis and documentation

The final phase of measurement process is “Analysis and
Documentation”. Figure 5 shows the class of “Analysis &



Fig. 5. Object Oriented Model for Analysis and Documentation.
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Documentation”, which is more specific to analysis of
the results, uncertainty evaluation and documentation.
“Measurement Results”, “Measurement Uncertainty”, and
“Uncertainty Budget” are a subclass of this class. Measure-
ment Uncertainty is further divided into four subclasses as
Sources, Measurement model, Uncertainty Expression and
Evaluation Methods. Sources class has attributes that are
contributing to the measurement uncertainty. The
“Measurement Model” is a mathematical relation of all
quantities which contribute to the measurement, and the
output quantity is named as measurand [6].

In [6], the quality of “measurement result” can be
expressed in quantitative indication given by “measurement
uncertainty”. The measurement result contributes to the
measurement uncertainty because its values depend on the
influnced quantities due to devices, calibration and reference
material, etc. There is an association “hasUncertainty”
between the “Measurement Uncertainty” class and “Mea-
surement result” class. The class “Uncertainty Expression”
may be denoted in various ways, such as standard deviations
or a confidence interval. The GUM states that uncertainty
estimates should be presented as standard measurement
uncertainty. The subclass “Combined Uncertainty” is
calculated by combining the Standard Uncertainties of all
the input quantities. The Expanded Uncertainty is obtained
bymultiplying the “Combined Uncertainty”with a coverage
factor. “Evaluation Methods” is linked to “Standard Uncer-
tainty”by “evaluatedBy”whichmeansStandardUncertainty
isevaluatedby “TypeA”and “TypeB”methods. “Uncertainty
Budget” has a simple unidirectional association “summarised
By” with the “Measurement Uncertainty”.

The “Uncertainty Budget” has all the information related
to measurement uncertainties such as uncertainty sources,
distributions, sensitivity coefficients and degree of free-
doms, etc. It contains all analyzed information during the
measurement uncertainty evaluation process. The de-
scription of these terms can be found in Barwick et al. [12].
This class produces an “Uncertainty Budget” and reports
it to the “Measurement Planning” class.

3 Case study: Gauge block length
measurement using a CMM

In this example, a nominal 100mm gauge block has been
measuredbyaMitutoyoCMMintheMetrologyLabatBrunel
University London.This case study evaluates the uncertainty
of the measurement of the 100mm gauge block, using both
TypeAandTypeBevaluationmethodsof theGUMapproach
[2]. Type A uncertainty evaluates the repeatability of the
measurementprocess. Standarddeviations of repeated results
determine this uncertainty estimate. The International
Vocabulary of Metrology (VIM) defines Type B uncertainty
as the evaluation of a component ofmeasurement uncertainty
by a method other than a Type A evaluation.

3.1 Tasks

The main tasks of this case study are given as follows:

–
 Define different uncertainty components into two types
of evaluation: (i) Type A (based on a series of
observations using a t-distribution); (ii) Type B
(evaluated using available information).
–
 Evaluate the standard, combined, and expanded
uncertainty.
–
 Generate the uncertainty budget report.

–
 Express the uncertainty statement.

3.2 Steps

In “Measurement Planning” as shown in Figure 3,
“Measurement Task” can be described as “to measure the
length of 100mm gauge block using a CMM”. The
“Measured Feature” include the two planes (end faces)
and the characteristic is the distance between the planes.
The mathematical model [13] can be defined by the class
“Measurement System Model” as:

Lb ¼ Lcð1þ acDTc � abDTbÞ; ð1Þ

where Lb is the length of the gauge block at 20 °C, Lc is the
length of the gauge block measured by the CMM, ac is
the coefficient of thermal expansion of CMM scale, ab is the
coefficientof thermalexpansionofgaugeblockbar,DTc is the
temperature deviation of CMM scale from 20 °C during
measurement process, andDTb is the temperature deviation
of the gauge block bar from 20 °C during measurement
process. According to [14], the measurement strategy
consists of several tasks such as selection of features on
workpiece, workpiece orientation, workpiece holding meth-
od, stylus system configuration and probing strategy.

In this case study, the class “Measurement Strategy
“specifies the qualification of the probe by calibrating
around the reference sphere before starting the measure-
ment procedure. It selects an appropriate stylus strategy
from the CMM program and manually inserts it into the
probe. It also instructs the user to define the part
coordinate system on the gauge block. For all the
repeated measurements, there is a single Workpiece
Setup that can be accessed under the software’s CMM
repeat mode.

The “Measurement Procedure” class decides that probe
measures 4 points on each end face of the gauge block. The
planes and distance measurements are programmed and
then repeated ten times automatically. The measurement
data can be exported in a PDF format, which can be
converted to anMSExcel spreadsheet for analysis purposes.
For the evaluation of the measurement result, the above
measurement model in equation (1) has been used.

The direct method is used as the “Measurement”
Method for the length measurement by first measuring the
points on the two end faces and then calculating the
distance between them. The “Measurement Principle” in
this case study is based on the surface digitization with a
contacting trigger probe.

The superclass “Measuring System” in Figure 4 specified
the “Measured Object” as 100mm gauge block which has
planes as “Geometric Features”, with the Mitutoyo CMM
(CRYSTA-APEX-S544) as “Measuring instrument”. The
subclass of CMM “Probe” is Renishaw probe (SP25),
together with the X-axis, Y-axis and Z-axis (range:
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505� 405� 405mm). Ten readings are measured on both
planes of the gaugeblockusing theCMM.Theperpendicular
distance between these two planes are then calculated. The
“Measurement Result” is therefore the mean of ten
perpendicular distances (i.e., the estimated average length
of a bar measured by CMM). This result contains
measurement uncertainties and this can be calculated in
class “Analysis & Documentation”. For this case study, the
key “uncertainty sources” are repeatability and CMM
calibration, which are assessed using the Type A and
Type B “Evaluation methods” of the GUM approach,
respectively.

3.3 Uncertainty budget

The detailed summary of elements that contribute to the
uncertainty in measurement outcomes is known as an
uncertainty budget. It displays crucial data that classifies,
quantifies, and describes every uncertainty source. An
uncertainty budget’s purpose is to use a well-organized,
systematicmethod to calculate themeasurement uncertain-
ty.Theadvantageof this is that itprovides theanalystwitha
formal record of the evaluation process that can be shared
with other people. The “Uncertainty Budget” has been
produced in a form of uncertainty budget table (see Tab. 1)
aftercalculatingthe “StandardUncertainty” (firstsix sources
of uncertainties), the “Combined Uncertainty” and the
“ExpandedUncertainty”.Aspartof this case study, themean
measurement result has been calculated using the “Measure-
ment Model” and the uncertainty has been expressed as
“Uncertainty Expression”.

3.3.1 Uncertainty of the measured length u(Lc2)

From the ten repeated measurements (N=10) taken of the
length 99.908, 100.082, 99.827, 99.899, 100.066, 100.107,
100.218, 100.281, 100.104and99.955mm, themeanmeasured
length of the steel gauge block was Lc=100.04473mmwith a
standard deviation of s=0.14555 mm. Therefore, the
standarduncertaintyof the repeatability of theCMMreading
is uðLc1Þ ¼ s=

ffiffiffiffiffi
N

p ¼ 0:046028 mm, with degrees of freedom
nðLc1 Þ ¼ N � 1 ¼ 9. Based on the performance verification
report on the CMM provided by Mitutoyo [13], the
measurement uncertainty of the machine using a SP25M
probe is uðLc2Þ ¼ ð1:7þ 4Lc=1000Þ � 10�3 mm, which
implies that uðLc2Þ ¼ 2:1� 10�3, with degrees of freedom
nðLc2Þ ! ∞ (assumed to be from a normal distribution).

Hence, the uncertainty of the measured length
is u Lcð Þ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

u2 Lc1ð Þ þ u2 Lc2ð Þp ¼ 6:51 � 10�2 mm, with
degrees of freedom n (Lc) equal to:

n Lcð Þ ¼ u4 Lcð Þ
u4 Lc1

� �
=n Lc1

� �þ u4 Lc2

� �
=n Lc2

� � ¼ 36: ð2Þ

3.3.2 Other type B uncertainty calculations

Type A and B uncertainties are reflected in CMM
measurement repeatability readings Lc1ð Þ and performance
verification reports Lc2ð Þ, respectively. The following will
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present the calculations of four additional Type B
uncertainty sources in equation (1), namely ac, DTc, ab
and DTb, which are each associated with a rectangular
distribution and degrees of freedom equal to ∞.

–

n

The coefficient of thermal expansion of CMM scale is
known to be 5� 10�6/°C and has a standard uncertainty
of uðacÞ ¼ 2 � 10�6=

ffiffiffi
3

p ¼ 1:15 � 10�6=°C.

–
 The temperature deviation on the CMM scale (and the
workpiece) was reported to be 20.2 °C, with the standard
uncertainty being given as uðDTcÞ ¼ 0:5=

ffiffiffi
3

p ¼ 0:2887 °C.

–
 The coefficient of thermal expansion of the steel gauge
block is 11.5� 10�6/°C and is estimated to have a
standard uncertainty of uðabÞ ¼ 1 � 10�6 /°C [16].

3.3.3 Sensitivity coefficients

The sensitivity coefficient values c(xi) are necessary in the
computation of the combined uncertainty uc and expanded
uncertainty U such that u2

c ¼
P

ic
2 ðxiÞu2ðxiÞ and U= kuc,

where k is the coverage factor. According to [13], the
sensitivity coefficients are calculated by taking the partial
derivativeofLb inequation(1)withrespecttoeachparameter
(e.g., c (Lc)= ∂Lb/∂Lc, c (ac)= ∂Lb/∂ac, etc). Thus,

cðLcÞ ¼ 1þ acDTc � abDTb; cðacÞ ¼ LcDTc;

cðDTcÞ ¼ Lcac; cðabÞ ¼ �LcDTb; cðDTbÞ ¼ �Lcab:

3.3.4 Uncertainty budget table and results

Using the results in the previous subsections, we find that
the mean measured length of the steel gauge block at 20 °C
is 100.04479mm, with associated combined and expanded
uncertainties of 0.065094mm and 0.130189mm, respec-
tively, assuming a coverage factor of k=2. Table 1 presents
the uncertainty budget and summarises the results for the
100mm steel gauge block. The effective degrees of freedom
for the combined uncertainty is calculated using.

See equation below.

4 Discussions and applications

The UML, maintained by a Standard Object Management
Group (OMG), has been widely used in institutions and
industries. It is a formal pathway for defining extensions for
particular application contexts, such as ontology modeling.
Our model represents the higher-level of abstract informa-
tion flow during a typical measurement process to reuse
and share the information for measurement process
modelling applications. The proposed model clarifies the
domain knowledge for the measurement process in
ðucÞ ¼ u4
cðLbÞ ½uðLcÞcðLcÞ�4

nðLcÞ þ ½uðacÞcðacÞ�4
nðacÞ þ . . .þ ½uðDTb

nðD

"

graphical notation, which helps to understand concepts
and relationships better for ontology development and can
be readily transformed into ontology.

The contribution of this work is based on the modeling
and analysis of the measurement system and measurement
process. It can play a functional and theoretical role in the
research of measurement systems and evaluation of
measurement uncertainty. The proposed model can be
converted into semantic knowledge such as ontology of
measurement process domain. Ontology consists of classes,
subclasses and the relationships between classes, with
attributes definitions and axioms that are constraints.
Ontology knowledge can be incorporated in the object-
oriented model in UML and Object Constraint Language
(OCL). Examples of UML transformation to ontology are
given by [15,16], providing detailed steps to convert the
model into semantic knowledge. Our UML model can thus
facilitate the development of an ontology for the domain of
measurement processes, and it helps understand the flow of
information and relationships among ontology concepts of
measurement processes. This model can be used to present
the measurement process with uncertainty in a well-
structured way. The UML model of measurement process
can also be used to develop the user interface of search
engine software to answer the queries related to the
measurement processes.

In order to ensure robustness, calibration requires
knowing the uncertainty sources of the gauge block and
typically measuring several different lengths of gauge
blocks. This paper shows an uncertainty calculation for a
steel gauge block of length 100mm. However, it is
important to note that the evaluation of calibration
uncertainty for different measurements is very similar to
the uncertainty evaluation in this case study.
5 Conclusion

Based on various object-oriented models developed in the
past, we have presented a new framework of information
flow that models the key classes, sub-classes and
associations between different concepts in measurement
processes. Our object-orientedmodel in UML has explicitly
incorporated measurement uncertainty in the measure-
ment process. The model can well represent the domain
knowledge for measurement processes in graphical nota-
tion, thereby can be also used to further develop the
ontology of measurement processes. The case study
presented in this paper follows the provided UML model,
allowing the user to plan and understand the measurement
process better. The concepts and model as a tool presented
may potentially improve the measurement quality in
various industries like manufacturing and aerospace, where
continuing efforts are made to minimize the measurement
errors and measurement uncertainty.
ÞcðDTbÞ�4
TbÞ

#�1

¼ u4
c Lbð Þ u Lcð Þc Lcð Þ½ �4

n Lcð Þ
� ��1

¼ 36: ð3Þ
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